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Subject: Public Hearing Comments
Date: Tuesday, May 2, 2023 at 10:54:22 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: DoNotReply@delaware.gov
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources), 01crazycatlady48@gmail.com

Comments on 2022-R-A-0011: Low Emission Vehicle Program

Name: Julie Lynn 
Phone: 3023635767
Email Address: 01crazycatlady48@gmail.com
OrganizaWon: 

Comments:
I do not feel we have the ability to safely push more of these vehicles onto the populaWon. There's more research,
Training and upgrading of Infrastructure needed before these vehicles can be deemed safe. They are currently more
prone to catching fire at this stage of development. EV's burn ho\er, longer and put off more dangerous chemicals
than a gas or diesel vehicle. This is detrimental to the environment that you are claiming you are trying to ptotect.
You are exposing First Responders and the public to increased health risks from chemical inhalaWon. Ba\eries create
a potenWal environmental and health Hazzard when they are removed from the vehicles. The vehicles are heavier,
they will cause addiWonal damage to roads and bridges. Road traffic fataliWes will increase because of ina\enWve or
inexperienced drivers not being able to slow down as quickly as lighter vehicles. Parking garages are not constructed
to take the addiWonal weight these vehicles will add. The power grid in many parts of the country is not capable of
handling the extra demand. EV owners will be restricted on how far they can travel due to charging needs. Freight
will be delayed because it will take longer and longer to charge vehicles as the ba\eries weaken. You cannot charge
or park these vehicles near buildings because of the fire risk. My personal suggesWon is to take a step back and
reassess the pros and cons of these vehicles. Everyone is concerned about preserving the environment for future
generaWons. I agree we have work to do, however, heavier vehicles that overload exisWng infrastructure and
potenWally create more of an environmental Hazzard than exisWng vehicles is an environmental disaster. Please think
before you try and push these vehicles onto the populaWon and create a bigger environment disaster. 


